
ALL RISKS, LTD. –Personal Lines Sales Leader 
 
Job Title:  Personal Lines Sales Leader 
Reports To:  Vice President of Personal Lines 
Classification: Exempt 
 
Position Summary   
Principal responsibilities include management of day-to-day operations of the Sales 
Representative Team. 
 
Essential Responsibilities: 

 Hire, train and onboard new Sales Representatives  
 Provide leadership, coaching, mentoring and assistance to call sales representatives on 

an ongoing basis to help them meet monthly target goals 
 Effectively communicate with Sales Representatives on monthly and annual goals and 

targets 
 Coordinate with Underwriting Manager to ensure Sales Representatives are adhering to 

all underwriting guidelines, adhering to all binding procedures and collecting all 
paperwork 

 Process weekly sales and phone metric reports for management 
 Oversee and ensure conflict resolution between associates and customers  
 Work with Technology Director to improve efficiencies with on-line sales platform and 

workflow initiatives 
 Ensure that all employees follow the company’s best practices for call center 

management and operations  
 Develop presentations to motivate and educate Sales Representative Agents  
 Conduct periodic surveys of customers and potential customers to ensure quality 

control  
 
Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities 

1. Minimum of 3 years of working in a Production or Call Center environment. Knowledge 
of Personal Lines insurance and working for a MGA or Wholesale Broker a plus 

2. Insurance license is required within ninety (90) days of hire or placement in position 
3. Proven success in managing a team with several direct reports and demonstrating a 

success in implementing change. 
4. Ability to read, analyze and interpret business reports and to make independent 

decisions 
5. Strong oral and written communication skills required.  Ability to write business 

correspondence 
6. Must be able to solve problems and deal with a variety of tasks in a fast paced 

environment 
7. Must demonstrate teamwork and ability to develop productive relationships with direct 

reports, peers and management 
8. Demonstrates appropriate aptitude for marketing calls and sales 
9. Possess a strong knowledge of Microsoft Office 
 

The above statements are intended to describe the general nature and level of work being performed.  They are not intended to be construed as an 
exhaustive list of all responsibilities and duties. 

 
Physical Demands  
While performing the duties of this job, the employee is regularly required to sit, use hands to finger, handle controls, talk and hear.  The employee is 
occasionally required to stand; walk; reach with hands and arms; and stoop, or kneel.  The employee must occasionally lift and/or move up to 10 pounds.  
Specific vision abilities required by this job include close vision and the ability to adjust focus.  The noise level in the work environment is usually moderate. 


